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                         A TRAGIC ACCIDENT  BLOCKS  TRAFFIC
TWO  CYCLISTS  DIE  IN  A COLLISION ON  AIRPOPRT  ROAD
Yesterday morning, at 9 a.m, two bikers died in a tragic accident on a sharp bend on 

airport road. The bikers were talking to each other while they were overtaking a lorry which 

was travelling in the direction of Heathrow Airport.

Apparently, they were having morning exercise in a preparation for the "Tour de 

France". Two motorcyclists were coming from Heathrow Airport while looking at a low-

flying landing airplane. "They were riding very fast", an eyewitness said. The collision 

between the motorcyclists and the bikers blocked the traffic for more than two hours. Two 

policemen were investigating the accident when we arrived on the scene.

Part one:
Reading Comprehension (7 pts.)

Task One: Read the following statements and put a cross (×) in the right box (2pts)

Sentences Tr

ue

Fals

e

Not

mentioned

1- Two bikers were riding slowly.

1- A lorry hit the bikers.

Task Two: Read the text and answer these questions: (3pts)

a- When did the two bikers die?

b- Did the traffic block last more than two hours?

c- Who were investigating the accident?

Task Three: Match the words in column A with their equivalents in column B. (2pts)

1. way

2.collision 

3. block 

4.practise 

 

 1.exercice

2.stopped

3. road 

4. crash 
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Mastery of language:

                                 Task One: Write the correct form of the verb in brackets (3 pts)

1- I ..........................( to have) breakfast when I………………   (to  hear) the crash.

2-As the policemen ………….( to invistigate) the case, the newsreporters ................. (to arrive)to the site.

3-I…………..( not read)  the new paper today’ yet.

                           Task Two: Correct the underlined words: (01 pts)
Six people was killed in a road accident yesterday afternoon. The accident happens at 4:30 when a 

car was hit by a speedy lorry Which was overtaking it.

 
                     Task Three:I classify these words according to the pronunciation of their final             

‘ed’(3pts.)

Received – looked – – directed – - designed- polluted - washed

/t/ /d/ /Id/

 
                                     

Part Two: 
Written Expression: (06 pts)

     A tragic accident happened and you have taken notes about it . Use these notes below to write a 
newpaper report   using the past simple and  the past continuous .  with (  While- Whe or  As) 
 
   
Who  What When Where  How 
 3 Pupils   were killed  (died)  

on Tuesday ,

February 10th,

2015 at 7:50 a.m 

In Kolea  on  the 

road linking 

between Boufarik 

and Kolea  

 
1)3pupils/walk/toward 
Sahraouin Middle 
School
 
3 pupils / wait / for 

buses

the deflection of a bus 

transporting 

passengers from the 

road to go directly 

towards the victims

  
    

                               Good Luck                                   Your Teacher: Mrs Bougherbi Nabila 
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